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Abstract. We consider the Steiner tree problem under a two-stage
stochastic model with recourse and finitely many scenarios. In this problem, edges are purchased in the first stage when only probabilistic information on the set of terminals and the future edge costs is known. In
the second stage, one of the given scenarios is realized and additional
edges are puchased in order to interconnect the set of (now known) terminals. The goal is to decide on the set of edges to be purchased in the
first stage while minimizing the overall expected cost of the solution. We
provide a new semi-directed cut-set based integer programming formulation, which is stronger than the previously known undirected model. We
suggest a two-stage branch-and-cut (B&C) approach in which L-shaped
and integer-L-shaped cuts are generated. In our computational study
we compare the performance of two variants of our algorithm with that
of a B&C algorithm for the extensive form of the deterministic equivalent (EF ). We show that, as the number of scenarios increases, the new
approach significantly outperforms the (EF ) approach.
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Introduction

Motivation. The classical Steiner tree problem in graphs is a quite wellstudied combinatorial optimization problem and has a wide range of
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applications: from the planning of various infrastructure networks (e.g.,
communication or energy supply) to the study of protein-interaction networks in bioinformatics. Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with edge
weights (costs) ce ≥ 0, for all e ∈ E, and a subset of required vertices
(terminals) R ⊆ V , the problem consists of finding a subset of edges that
interconnects all the terminals at minimum (edge installation) cost.
In practice, however, network planners are often faced with uncertainty
with respect to the input data. The actual demand patterns become
known only after the network has been built. In that case, networks found
by solving an instance in which it is assumed that the complete knowledge
of the input is known up-front, might not provide appropriate solutions
if deviations from the assumed scenario are encountered. Stochastic optimization is a promising way to take uncertainties into account.
Our problem. We consider the two-stage stochastic Steiner tree problem
(SSTP) with fixed recourse and finitely many scenarios in which the terminal set and the edge installation costs are subject to uncertainty. In this
model, some edges are purchased in the first stage when only probabilistic information about the second stage is known. In the second stage, one
of the given scenarios is realized and additional edges are purchased in
order to interconnect the (now known) terminal nodes. The costs of these
edges in the second stage are higher than their costs in the first stage.
Our goal is to make a decision about edges to be purchased in the first
stage, while minimizing the expected cost of the solution, which is given
as the sum of the purchased edges in the first-stage plus the expected
costs of purchasing additional edges in the second stage.
Previous work. Gupta et al. started a series of papers on approximation
algorithms for the SSTP. E.g., they have provided a constant factor approximation algorithm for the SSTP in the case that the second stage
costs are determined from the first stage costs by multiplication with a
fixed inflation factor [5]. The algorithm is based on a primal-dual algorithm that is guided by a relaxed integer linear programming (ILP) solution. For the general case that we consider, Gupta et al. [4] have shown
1−
that the problem becomes as hard as Label Cover (which is Ω(2log n )hard). We are not aware of any computational study concerning the SSTP.
Our Contribution. The ILP model used in [5] is based on an undirected
cut-set formulation for Steiner trees. We suggest a new semi-directed ILP
model and show that it is stronger than the undirected one. We show
that the recourse function decomposes into a set of independent restricted
2

Steiner arborescence problems. To solve the problem, we use a Benderslike decomposition method. We nest a branch-and-cut framework for solving the subproblems [8] into a branch-and-cut master approach in which
L-shaped and integer-L-shaped cuts are generated [2,7]. In our computational experiments, we study the behaviour of our two-stage branch-andcut (B&C) algorithm for two differently decomposed variants of our semidirected ILP model and compare it to solving the deterministic equivalent
(EF ) directly. It is the first time that the stochastic Steiner tree problem
is studied computationally. We report optimal results for SSTP instances
with up to 165 vertices and 274 edges.

2
2.1

ILP models
Problem definition

We consider the following two-stage stochastic Steiner tree problem. Let
G = (V, E) be an undirected network with a selected root r and with
known first-stage edge costs ce ≥ 0, for all e ∈ E; let Vr := V \ {r}. The
set of terminals, as well as the costs of edges to be purchased in the second
stage, is known only in the second stage. These values together form a
random variable ξ, for which we assume that it has a finite support. It
can therefore be modeled using a finite set of scenarios K = {1, . . . , K},
K ≥ 1. The realization
probability of each scenario is given by pk > 0,
P
k
k ∈ K; we have
k∈K pk = 1. Denote by qe ≥ 0 the cost of an edge
e ∈ E if it is bought in the second stage, under scenario k ∈P
K. Denote
k
the expected second stage cost of an edge e ∈ E by qe∗ :=
k∈K pk qe .
We assume that qe∗ > ce , for all e ∈ E. Furthermore, let Rk ⊆ Vr be
the set of terminals under the k-th scenario. We denote by E0 the set of
edges purchased in the first-stage, and by Ek the set of additional edges
purchased under scenario k, k ∈ K.
The SSTP problem can then be formulated as follows: Determine the
subset of edges E0 ⊆ E to be purchased in the first stage, so that the
overall cost defined as
X
X
X
ce +
pk
qek ,
e∈E0

k∈K

e∈Ek

is minimized, while E0 ∪ Ek spans Rk for all k ∈ K.
Obviously, the optimal first-stage solution of the SSTP is not necessarily
a tree [5]. In fact, the optimal solution might contain several disjoint
fragments, depending on the subsets of terminals throughout different
scenarios, or depending on the second-stage cost structure.
3

2.2

Undirected model, deterministic equivalent

A deterministic equivalent (in extensive form) of the stochastic Steiner
tree problem has been originally proposed in [5]. The authors developed
an undirected ILP formulation as a natural extension of the undirected
cut-set model for Steiner trees. We briefly recall this model here. The
following two sets of binary variables are used in this model:
(
(
1, if e ∈ E0
1, if e ∈ Ek
Xe =
and Yek =
∀e ∈ E
0, otherwise
0, otherwise
P
For D ⊆ E, let (X + Y k )(D) = e∈D (Xe + Yek ). For S ⊆ V , let δ(S) =
{{i, j} ∈ E | i ∈ S and j ∈
/ S}. A deterministic equivalent of the SSTP
can then be written as:
(SSTP u )

min

X∈{0,1}|E| ,Y ∈{0,1}|K||E|

{

X
e∈E

ce Xe +

X
k∈K

pk

X

qek Yek |

e∈E

(X + Y k )(δ(S)) ≥ 1, ∀S ⊆ Vr , S ∩ Rk 6= ∅, ∀k ∈ K}
Gupta et al. [5] have shown that the LP-solution of the above model can
be rounded to a feasible solution with value of at most 40 times that of
the optimal solution, if the edge costs in the second stage are given by
qek = σk ce , for all e ∈ E, k ∈ K, for some fixed scalar σk .
2.3

Semi-directed model, deterministic equivalent

It is well known that directed models for Steiner trees provide better
lower LP-bounds (see, e.g., [3]), and therefore the natural question arises
whether we can extend the model (SSTP u ) by bi-directing the given
graph G and replacing edge- by arc-variables in the same model. The
main difficulty with the stochastic Steiner tree problem is that the arcs
of the first-stage solution cannot be derived using this technique. It is
not difficult to imagine an instance in which an edge {i, j} ∈ E is used
in direction (i, j) for one scenario, and in the opposite direction (j, i) for
another scenario.
Cut-set formulation. Despite the difficulty mentioned above, we can model
SSTP using oriented edges to describe the second stage solutions. In other
words, we are looking for the optimal first-stage solution (an undirected
subgraph of G) such that each solution of scenario k represents a Steiner
arborescence rooted at r, whose arcs are built upon all the (already installed) first stage edges and additional second-stage arcs. In order to
4

derive the new model, we first bi-direct graph G by defining the set of
arcs A = {(i, j) ∪ (j, i) | {i, j} ∈ E, i, j 6= r} ∪ {(r, i) | {r, i} ∈ E}. Denote
by Ak the arcs of the optimal solution of scenario k, k ∈ K. For each scek , for all (i, j) ∈ A.
nario k ∈ K, we now introduce binary arc-variables zij
k
A variable zij is set to 1 iff the final solution after the second stage in
scenario k uses the arc (i, j). Note that for edges bought in the first stage,
each scenario solution has to select one of its corresponding arcs.
The new semi-directed deterministic equivalent (EF ) of the SSTP can
then be written as:
(EF )

min

X

ce Xe +

e∈E

s.t.

X
k∈K

z k (δ − (S)) ≥ 1,
k
k
zij
+ zji
≥ Xe ,
k
zij

pk

∈ {0, 1},

0 ≤ Xe ≤ 1,

X

k
k
qek (zij
+ zji
− Xe )

e={i,j}∈E

∀S ⊆ Vr , S ∩ Rk 6= ∅, ∀k ∈ K

(1)

∀e = {i, j} ∈ E, ∀k ∈ K

(2)

∀(i, j) ∈ A, ∀k ∈ K

(3)

∀e ∈ E, ∀k ∈ K

(4)

Here, δ − (S) = {(i, j) ∈ A | i ∈
/ S, j ∈ S}. Constraints (1) ensure that for
each terminal v ∈ Rk , there is a directed path (using the second stage
arcs) from r to v. Inequalities (2) are capacity constraints ensuring that
at least one second stage arc is installed for every edge purchased in the
first stage. Proofs for the following two lemmata can be found in the
Appendix.
Lemma 1. Formulation (EF ) models the deterministic equivalent of the
stochastic Steiner tree problem correctly. In particular, in every optimal
solution of the model, variables Xe take value 0 or 1.
Obviously, the semi-directed formulation (EF ) for the stochastic Steiner
tree problem is at least as strong as the undirected formulation. We can
show that the new formulation is even strictly stronger.
Lemma 2. Denote by Proj X,Y (EF ) the projection of the polytope defined
by the LP-relaxation of (EF ) onto the space of X and Y variables in
k + z k − X , for all e = {i, j} ∈ E, for all k ∈ K. Let P
which Yek = zij
e
u
ji
be the polytope defined by the LP-relaxation of (SSTP u ). Then for any
instance of SSTP we have Proj X,Y (EF ) ⊆ Pu and there are instances for
which strict inequality holds and the optimal LP-relaxation value of (EF )
is strictly larger than the corresponding LP-relaxation value of (SSTP u ).
5

3

Algorithmic Framework

3.1

Decomposition of the (EF ) model

The large number of decision variables makes the extensive form (EF )
very difficult to solve when considering many scenarios. However, we can
rewrite the (EF ) formulation as:
min

X∈{0,1}|E|

ct X + Q(X)

in which the so-called recourse function Q(X)
P decomposes into K independent problems, i.e., Q(X) = EQ(X, ξ) = k∈K pk Q(X, k). For a fixed
vector X̃, the k-th subproblem Q(X̃, k) corresponds to the following NPhard restricted Steiner arborescence problem:
(STP ksd )

min

X

k
k
qek (zij
+ zji
− X̃e )

e={i,j}∈E

s.t. z k (δ − (S)) ≥ 1,
k
k
zij
+ zji
≥ X̃e ,
k
zij

∀S ⊆ Vr , S ∩ Rk 6= ∅ (5)
∀e = {i, j} ∈ E

∈ {0, 1}, ∀(i, j) ∈ A

(6)
(7)

Due to the integrality restrictions on the second stage variables, the recourse function Q(X) is non-convex and discontinuous.
3.2

A two-stage Branch-and-Cut approach.

The key idea is to apply a nested Branch-and-Cut approach: a Benderslike decomposition method determines the Master Branch-and-Cut Framework. Let the following problem be the relaxed master problem (RMP ):
X
(RMP )
min
{ct X + Θ | Θ =
pk Θk ,
X∈[0,1]|E| ,Θk ≥0

k∈K

a set of L-shaped cuts and integer L-shaped cuts}.
For a given first stage solution in X, the variables Θk are estimated second stage costs of scenario k needed for purchasing additional arcs in the
second stage in order to interconnect the terminals from Rk . As optimality cuts we use L-shaped and integer L-shaped cuts [2,7] to guarantee the
convergence of the algorithm as described below. Observe that no feasibility cuts are needed, since we are dealing with the problem with complete
recourse, i.e., every first-stage solution is feasible.
6

Step 0: Initialization. UB = +∞ (global upper bound, corresponding
to a feasible solution), ν = 0. Create the first pendant node. In the
initial (RMP ), the set of (integer) L-shaped cuts is empty.
Step 1: Selection. Select a pendant node from the B&C tree, if such
exists, otherwise STOP.
Step 2: Separation. Solve (RMP ) at the current node. ν =
Pν + 1. Let
ν
ν
ν
ν
(X , Θ1 , . . . , ΘK ) be the current optimal solution, Θ = k∈K pk Θkν .
(2.1) If ct X ν + Θν > UB fathom the current node and goto Step 1.
(2.2) Search for violated L-shaped cuts:
For all k ∈ K, compute the LP-relaxation value R(X ν , k) of (STP ksd ).
If R(X ν , k) > Θkν : insert L-shaped cut (8) into (RMP ).
If at least one L-shaped cut was inserted goto Step 2.
(2.3) If X is binary, search for violated integer L-shaped cuts:
(2.3.1) For all k ∈ K s.t. z k is not binary in the previously comk
puted LP-relaxation, solve (STP
Let Q(X ν , k) be
P sd ) to optimality.
k
ν
the optimal (STP sd ) value. If k∈K pk Q(X , k) > Θν insert integer
L-shaped cut (9) into (RMP ). Goto Step 2.
(2.3.2) UB = min(UB , ct X ν + Θν ). Fathom the current node and
goto Step 1.
Step 3: Branching. Using a branching criterion, create two nodes, append them to the list of pendant nodes, goto Step 1.
The algorithm described above is a B&C approach in which each of the
subproblems (STP ksd ) is solved to optimality using another B&C. This
explains the name two-stage branch-and-cut.
L-shaped cuts. To solve the LP-relaxation of the (EF ) formulation via the
models (STP ksd ) given above, we will relax the integrality constraints (7)
k , for all (i, j) ∈ A, for all k ∈ K. Only a small number among
to 0 ≤ zij
the exponential number of cuts will be needed to solve the LP-relaxations
(cf. cutting plane method). Therefore, in the corresponding dual problems
only those dual variables associated to cuts found in the cutting plane
phase will be of interest. We associate dual variables αSk to constraints (5)
and βek to (6).
Denote by (α̃k , β̃ k ) the optimal solutions of the dual of the k-th subproblem. Instead of inserting one optimality cut per iteration, we will consider
the multicut version of the L-shaped method for this problem [1]. This
multicut approach applies a disaggregation of optimality cuts per each
single scenario. Therefore, the number of master iterations may be significantly reduced, which is of great importance if the number of scenarios
is large, or the recourse function Q(X̃, k) is difficult to solve. For a fixed
7

first-stage solution (X̃, Θ̃1 , . . . , Θ̃K ), we will solve LP-relaxations of all K
scenarios, and insert the following L-shaped cuts:
X
X
α̃Sk ,
(8)
Θk +
(qek − β̃ek )Xe ≥
e∈E

S⊆Vr :S∩Rk 6=∅

for all k ∈ K where Θ̃k < R(X̃, k).
Integer L-shaped cuts. Let X ν be a binary first stagePsolution with its
ν
corresponding optimal second stage value Q(X ν ) =
k∈K pk Q(X , k).
ν
ν
Let I := {e ∈ E : Xe = 1} be the index set of the edge variables
chosen in the first stage, and the constant L be a known lower bound of
the recourse function. The general integer optimality cut in the L-shaped
scheme [7] cuts off the solution (X ν , Θν ) and can be written as:


X
X
Θ ≥ (Q(X ν ) − L) 
Xe −
Xe − |I ν | + 1 + L.
(9)
e∈I ν

e∈E\I ν

Solving the subproblems. Each of the K subproblems is solved using a
Subproblem Branch-and-Cut Framework for the restricted Steiner arborescence problem. The subproblems are solved using the algorithm given in
[8], augmented with (6). Cuts found during the separation of one subproblem are then stored in a pool where they can be reused by other
subproblems (if applicable).
3.3

Reformulation with negative edge costs in the first stage

Alternatively to above, we can consider thePfollowing two objective
funcP
tions when decomposing the problem: min e∈E (ce −qe∗ )Xe + k∈K pk Θk
for the (RMP ) formulation. The second stage subproblem is then decomposable into the following subproblems:
X
k
k
k
(STP ksd∗ ) Q(X̃, k) = min{
q{i,j}
zij
| zij
satisfies (5)–(7)}.
ij∈A

In this formulation, variables Θk denote the expected costs for interconnecting terminals from Rk plus purchasing all edges from X̃ in the second
stage. The difference in using this decomposition, rather than the one described before, is that the edge costs in the first stage become negative
and the initial iterations of the master B&C will therefore select many
instead of few edges. The generated L-shaped cuts are then written as
X
X
Θk −
β̃ek Xe ≥
α̃Sk .
(10)
e∈E

S⊆Vr :S∩Rk 6=∅

8

We will see that, from the computational point of view, this second approach significantly outperforms the previous one.

4

Computational Results

All experiments were performed on an Intel Core-i7 2.67GHz Quad Core
machine with 12 GB RAM, under Ubuntu 9.04. Each run was performed
on a single core. We used ABACUS 3.0 as a generic B&C framework; for
solving the LP relaxations we used the commercial package IBM CPLEX
(version 10.1) via COIN-Osi 0.102.
Depending on the used decompositions (STP ksd ) and (STP ksd∗ ), we denote
the implementations of the two-stage B&C algorithms by 2BC and 2BC ∗ ,
respectively. Thereby, we use following primal heuristic at the root node
of the B&C tree (after each iteration, until we obtain the first upper
bound): Round the fractional solution X 0 to a binary solution X 00 . If X 00
is cycle free, solve all K subproblems
to optimality and obtain a valid
P
upper bound UB = ct X 00 + k∈K Q(X 00 ). For solving (EF ) directly, we
implemented a branch-and-cut approach analogous to the one given in [8];
we denote the algorithm by EF .
4.1

Benchmark Instances

The benchmark instances used in our study are derived from deterministic
inputs taken from the following two sources.
K and P Groups of Instances. These graphs are instances of the prizecollecting Steiner tree problem, originally generated in [6]. Our inputs
are graphs obtained by applying several reduction procedures as explained
in [8]. The reduced instances contain up to 91 nodes and 237 edges and
are available online [9].
lin Instances. These graphs are instances borrowed from the SteinLib [10]. The graphs contain up to 165 nodes and 274 edges with up to
14 terminals. Although for the deterministic Steiner tree problem these
instances appear to be solvable by preprocessing or by dual ascent heuristics, the same techniques cannot be applied straight-forwardly to the corresponding SSTP problems.
Converting Deterministic into Stochastic Inputs. Deterministic Steiner
tree input graphs G = (V, E) with edge costs ce , e ∈ E are transformed
into the SSTP instances as follows:
9

1. We generate K scenarios. To obtain scenario probabilities pk , we distribute 1000 points (corresponding to the probability of 1h, each)
among these scenarios randomly (ensuring that each scenario has at
least probability 1h).
2. For each scenario k, we construct Rk by independently picking each
terminal or Steiner node with probability 0.3 or 0.05, respectively.
3. Each second stage edge costs qek is randomly (independent, uniform)
drawn from [1.1ce , 1.3ce ].
4.2

Comparing the Deterministic Equivalent vs. Two-Stage
Branch-and-Cut Approaches

For the K and P instance groups, we focus on comparing the time to obtain
provably optimal solutions, required by our two decomposition-based algorithms 2BC, 2BC ∗ and the standard approach EF. Figure 1 shows the
running times in seconds, averaged over all instances of the corresponding group. We observe that decomposing the problem is not worthwhile
for instances with less than 20 scenarios. However, as the number of scenarios increases, the benefit of decomposing is obvious: already with 100
scenarios, EF needs 10 times the running time of the two-stage B&C approaches. In additional experiments with 500 scenarios, EF is not able
to solve 6 out of 11 instances within two hours, whereas the two-stage
approach 2BC ∗ needs only 510 seconds on average.
We also observe that 2BC ∗ always outperforms 2BC. In particular for
the group K instances with 100–500 scenarios, it is 1.8 times faster. This
is because the L-shaped cuts generated by 2BC ∗ are sparser (β̃ek are often
0) and numerically more stable than the corresponding cuts generated by
2BC (cf. Section 3.1).
Table 1 shows the comparison between EF and the two-stage approach
2BC ∗ . Instances lin01–lin06 were used to generate inputs with K ∈
{5, 10, 20, 50} scenarios. Column |Ravg | gives the average number of terminals in each scenario; OPT* gives the optimal values (or the best upper
bound, if the time limit of 2 hours is reached). We compare the running
time in seconds (t[s]), the number of branch-and-bound nodes (b&b), the
final gap obtained after the time limit of two hours, as well es the overall
number of iterations in the B&C (#iter). We observe that, as the number
of scenarios increases, the number of iterations decreases for 2BC ∗ . This
is due to the larger number of multi-cuts inserted in each primal iteration.
In contrast to this, the number of iterations for EF increases drastically
with the number of scenarios, which explains why instances with more
than 20 scenarios are not solvable within the time limit.
10
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Fig. 1. Average running times in seconds for both two-stage branch-and-cut algorithms
2BC and 2BC ∗ , and for the extensive formulation of the deterministic equivalent EF.
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Extensions and Future Work

Gupta et al. [5] also consider the SSTP in which the first stage solution
is a tree. Using our above ideas and bi-directing G already for the first
stage, we can deduce an even stronger fully directed model that ensures
that the first-stage solution is a rooted Steiner arborescence as well. It
will be interesting to evaluate the potentially arising benefits.
Along the lines of the algorithm engineering cycle, our above approach
leaves multiple areas for further improvements: The integration of stronger
primal heuristics may lead to further significant speed-ups. A broader set
of specifically designed benchmark instances may allow a better insight in
the dependencies between input properties and solvability; e.g., it seems
to be hard to generate SSTP instances that require integer L-shaped cuts
in practice. It is also an open question how to integrate further known
strong arborescence constraint classes like flow-balance constraints, as
they are not directly valid in our SSTP setting.
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1.
Proof. We only show that in any optimal solution of (STP sd ), values
of Xe variables will not be fractional. So assume that there exists an
optimal solution X such that there exists e ∈ E, such that 0 < Xe < 1.
k + z k = 1. The term
Inequalities (2) imply that for all scenarios k ∈ K zij
ji
in the objective function corresponding to edge e is:
X
ce Xe +
pk qek (1 − Xe ) = ce Xe + qe∗ (1 − Xe ) = (ce − qe∗ )Xe + qe∗ .
k
qe∗

Since ce −
< 0, we can obviously reduce the value of the objective
function by setting Xe := 1, which is a contradiction to X being the
optimal solution.
Proof of Lemma 2.
Proof. It is not difficult to see that the ⊆-relationship holds. To show the
strict inequality, consider the following example.
◦O5

2

/ ◦3

◦1

/ ◦4

pp ◦
ppp
p
p
pp
ppp
p
r NN
NNN
NNN
NNN
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Fig. 2. A network used in the example below. All edge costs are equal to one.

For the network given in Figure 2, we assume that scenarios are assigned
a constant inflation factor, σk , for all k ∈ K, so that qek = σk ce , for all
e ∈ E. The following scenario values are given:
Scenario 1: σ1 = 1.5, p1 = 1/4, R1 = {1, 2, 3},
Scenario 2: σ2 = 1.5, p2 = 1/4, R2 = {1, 2, 4},
Scenario 3: σ3 = 3,
p3 = 1/2, R3 = {5}.
1 = Y 2 = 1 and
The optimal LP-solution of (SSTP u ) sets Xr5 = Y23
14
l
l
l
Yr2 = Yr1 = Y12 = 1/2, for l = 1, 2. The other variables are set to zero.
Therefore, υLP ((SSTP u )) = 2 7/8.
On the other hand, this solution is not feasible for the model (STP sd ),
which proves the strict inequality in Lemma 2.
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